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Face & Vehicle Detection Bullet Cameras
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IP Cameras

5-50mm POWERzoom Bullet
Camera with Face/Vehicle Detection
... perfect for vehicle numberplate recognition.

Huge
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ith a longer range 5-50mm varifocal lens, this
bullet style camera is a popular choice for use in
car parks and to monitor entrances to yards. It can be
used at the 5mm setting for a wide angle of view or at
the 50mm setting more a more zoomed in view of a car
or number plate.
This means they are ideal when using the vehicle
detection feature on the iSENSE camera range.
This new iSENSE range of IP cameras have on-board
face and vehicle detection with the ability to trigger
an email notification, local SD card recording or an
alarm output when activated.
When used with the latest Zip NVR
firmware called iSENSE you can
achieve a lot more including face
recognition!

Junction box
option below!

ff Audio In & Out

ff Dual-Power PoE & 12V

ff iSENSE AI

ff Privacy Masking

ff Ultra Res 5MP

ff ONVIF Protocol

ff Dual H.264 & H.265

ff Free App & Software

ff Compatible Zip NVRs

ff Pic Flip & Rotate

ff Stunning Image Quality ff Vehicle Detection

ff Line Crossing

ff Nightvision IR 40m

ff Face Detection

ff Smart VMD

ff Local Record -MicroSD

ff Alarm In & Out

CCTV with Artificial Intelligence !

iSENSE is a new and exciting firmware for the ZIP range
of NVRs bringing AI technology to this established and
trusted brand.
ZipNVR’s with the new iSENSE firmware and
appropriate ZIP IP camera (such as this model) can
automatically detect people, recognise faces and even
compare them to a built in database.

Also in

You can even upgrade your original ZIP NVR with
our latest iSENSE firmware and unleash the power of
Artificial Intelligence in current ZIP NVRs.

50mm Lens at 20m

50mm Lens at 10m
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Alarm In/Out

You can detect vehicles in video - even distinguish if
a car is stationary (parked where it shouldn't be) or
moving and trigger events, PLUS with iSENSE it’s all
done automatically.

Typical images this camera can achieve:

5mm Lens at 6m
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ff PowerZoom 5-50mm
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5-50mm
Lens !

ff Low Light 0.01 lux

Audio In
Audio Out
DC12V Power
LAN

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Resolution: 5MP H2592 x V1944px
Lens Type: Varifocal 5-50mm
Day/Night Function
IR Cut Filter Auto Switch
Audio: 1 Input / 1 Output (RCA)
Audio Connection: 1 In / 1 Output
IR Range: Up to 40m
IP Rating: IP66
Power Connection: DC 12V/PoE
Memory Card Slot: Micro SD/SDHC/
SDXC Slot, up to 128 GB
Bit Stream: 8Kbps - 8Mbps
Dimensions: Ø84 x 282mm

Order Codes
IPCAI955G
IPCAI955W

Description

5MP Varifocal 5-50mm
Bullet Camera - Grey
5MP Varifocal 5-50mm
Bullet Camera - White

Add-ons

Code

Deep Base
Junction Box
BKT150G - Grey
BKT150W - White

Installer Details:
Watch the video
here on our new
YouTube channel
"System Q CCTV"
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